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Executive Summary

Digital standards are the established norms that guide the development of digital technologies to ensure interoperability across products—international digital trade, commerce, and communication would not function seamlessly without them. These standards are in many ways as important as the software and hardware they underpin, from industrial control systems that allow utility operators to connect generation with distribution to the infrastructure that makes the internet work. In addition to providing product frameworks, digital standards help ensure transparent and safe applications of technologies and enable coordinated interoperability across manufacturers.

Long the domain of engineers and developers, digital standards have increasingly become the subject of strategic policy debate. In addition to lowering barriers to trade and costs to companies and consumers, standards define the normative evolution of the internet and digital world. As digital technologies are increasingly embedded in all aspects of society, these technical specifications are difficult to separate from core values and principles. The technical, economic, and social implications of digital standards represent a strategic mode of extending geopolitical reach across domains, placing them at the core of emerging technology governance structures.

China’s emergence as a peer technology competitor and increased presence in global standard-setting bodies has raised concerns among policymakers on both sides of the Atlantic. Many of these concerns are legitimate, especially in the context of divergent worldviews about the values that should guide the development and use of the global internet. Indeed China’s state-led model of standards-setting and overall approach to digital governance architecture stands in stark contrast to the traditionally market-led and more open models adopted by the United States and European Union. The United States’ current approach, characterized by market-led

---

The development of digital standards, is not sufficiently robust to confront the proliferation of a new brand of digital authoritarianism that could jeopardize the open nature of the global internet that exists today.

Yet the world of digital standards is vast, with equally complex implications when Chinese and other national or commercial players are involved. A new approach should prioritize U.S. involvement based on the extent to which digital standards-setting activities inhibit or advance global security, commercial, and human rights interests. The United States should reverse its current hands-off approach to digital standards development and focus on what specific standards-setting activities are likely to impact U.S. strategic interests in the immediate, medium, and long term.

Toward the goal of developing a technically informed strategy for digital standards, policymakers must:

1. **Increase technical literacy within the policymaking community** to distinguish and prioritize standards across infrastructure, protocol, and application layers of the internet.

2. **Facilitate greater public and private sector participation in multi-stakeholder standards bodies** through federally funded training and stipends.

3. **Develop a clear picture of which digital standards that oppose U.S. strategic interests and values are being adopted by global markets** by filling existing data gaps regarding digital standards implementation across technology sectors and geographies.

This brief outlines what digital standards are and how the United States, European Union, and China approach standards development. It examines the implications of China’s efforts to advance a new model of cyber sovereignty through its “New IP” proposal to illustrate that overhauls of existing infrastructure-level standards are unlikely, but foreshadow the changing nature of standards from a historically apolitical domain to one of geopolitical importance. Finally, it offers considerations for the development of a long-term strategy that focuses on technology areas of strategic interest to the U.S. at the application layer through targeted regulations that promote a free, open, and democratic internet while maintaining a clear and technically informed understanding of what is likely to change (and what is not) at the infrastructure level.
Digital Standards Today

What Are Standards and Why Do They Matter?

A growing literature describes the ways in which state censorship and powerful commercial interests are pulling the global network into distinct “internets” characterized by divergent worldviews with respect to privacy, cybersecurity, and state control. Despite increased attention to this “balkanization” of the internet, there is little consensus about which parts of the internet are fragmenting and to what degree these processes should be of concern.

The internet can be broadly thought of as consisting of three layers—infrastructure, protocols, and applications. Digital standards, including technical, web, and mobile standards, must be thought of in the context of which layer of the internet they support. Infrastructure is the physical hardware used to connect computers and users and forms the foundation for connectivity. This includes both global infrastructure in the form of undersea cables that transmit data through light traveling along silicon tubes as well as private infrastructure such as domain name servers (DNS) that provide low-level functionality required for computers to communicate. But the internet also includes protocols that sit on top of the physical infrastructure layer to connect users via their Internet Service Providers (ISPs). These protocols are an agreed upon set of steps that computers follow in order to communicate with each other. The top layer is the application layer, composed of services such as Facebook and Google that run on the previous two layers of the internet and allow users to send and receive data.
Because digital standards function in distinct ways and with unique dependencies at each layer, it is important not to confuse these different layers when talking about setting standards to “govern the internet.” Technical standards guide the development and deployment of infrastructure that powers the internet by allowing interoperability between hardware—including copper and fiber optic cables that run underground and along the ocean floor—and software from different sources. One of the most common technical standards is the Transmission Control Protocol and Internet Protocol (TCP/IP), which is the accepted blueprint for how data travels along hardware routes and is interpreted by receiving devices. In its most basic form, TCP/IP is a set of protocols that governs how data is broken down into packets, which are routed through a network and then reconstituted such that they are readable to the receiving user. Web standards are the technical specifications governing the World Wide Web ensuring content is accessible across devices on a network. These standards include commonly used languages for sharing structured information, such as HyperText Markup Language (HTML) and Extensible Markup Language (XML). Lastly, mobile standards, such as 5G, guide the development of mobile communication networks and their integration with mobile operators.
How and Where Are Standards Set?

Technical standards are developed at the domestic and international levels with varying approaches adopted by different countries. While digital standards are commonly accepted benchmarks, they are generally voluntary and consensus-driven. There is no formalized global standards enforcement mechanism. However, standards serve as a basis for regulation in the United States and in other nations, such as China, as a regulatory tool where some standards are compulsory. Today, digital technical standards are established by a variety of standards development organizations (SDOs) that are either multilateral (composed of states) or multi-stakeholder (composed of a mix of industry, government, civil society, and academic representatives).

The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) is the leading international internet standards body that develops voluntary internet standards, such as those that make up TCP/IP. Since its founding in 1986, the IETF has been instrumental in shaping the majority of the internet’s key networking protocols. Made up of researchers, academics, and engineers, the IETF has no formal country-level representation and instead operates through a multi-stakeholder model based on “rough consensus”—rather than formal voting, each working group chair decides when proposals have reached a sufficient majority of support.3 Web and mobile standards are set by industry-led groups, such as the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), and country-led groups, including the International Organization for Standardization (ISO). Similarly, the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), a multi-national UN body composed of three units, is charged with developing standards in internet connectivity (ITU-T) and radio and spectrum systems (ITU-R) as well as policies to support developing countries (ITU-D).

---

U.S., EU, and China Standards Policies

What is the United States’ Standards Policy?

Historically, the United States’ approach to standards-setting has been decentralized, characterized by a preference for industry-led and multi-stakeholder participation. Unlike many countries, the United States’ standards engagement is coordinated by a private entity—the American National Standards Institute (ANSI)—composed of companies, industry associations, and other smaller SDOs. ANSI plays a crucial role in engaging the private sector to ensure synergy across standards bodies and educating the public on the importance of standards. It also publishes the annual United States Standards Strategy, which emphasizes “consensus, openness, and transparency” in a sector-based approach to standardization.4

Due to the strength of the U.S. innovation ecosystem and widespread adoption of American technologies globally, American engineers and developers have led multi-stakeholder SDOs like W3C and IETF. Within technical standards, the U.S. has a lead in participation in the IETF by percentage of attendees (51.64%) followed by the EU (20.10%) and China (6.64%).5 American engineers also contribute the greatest number of proposals (69.86%) followed by China (16.71%).6 While IETF supporters argue that more American proposals are adopted because they are more technically sound, critics view this multi-stakeholder approach as an anarchic wielding of political and commercial interests. Further, the exclusion of non-Western nations through rough consensus favors incumbent, well-connected, and typically American engineers.

---


What is the European Union’s Standards Policy?

In February 2022, the EU published a new standards strategy prioritizing a digital EU single market that ensures the development of future services that reinforce democratic values. However, in contrast to the United States’ private sector-led approach to standardization, the European Union has maintained a public-private partnership between the standards community consisting of private companies, non-profit organizations, and the European Commission. Historically, this partnership was defined as a bottom-up, industry-led approach to standards-setting with a reinforcing regulatory framework enforced by the Commission.

While the private sector still develops standards in the EU, only one standards body is licensed within a specific sector in each country, and national standards that contradict accepted European standards are invalidated. The Commission can request the development of standards to support regulation. However, these standards are not compulsory if implemented and still allow the market to determine ultimate adoption. This is in contrast to the U.S., where numerous competing standards bodies issue standards in the same sector, and adoption is determined purely by the market.

What Is China’s Standards Policy?

China’s digital strategy is broadly informed by the concept of cyber sovereignty—the idea that the government of a sovereign state should have the right to exercise control over the internet within its borders. To that end, China has invested heavily in digital standards over the past decade in an approach characterized by strategic alignment of technology investment,
state-directed participation in SDOs, and a mass increase in the number of standards proposed by Chinese stakeholders.

The recently released China Standards 2035 strategy document—which sets the PRC’s standards agenda for the next decade—calls for aligning standards within countries participating in China’s state-subsidized regional development strategy known as the BRI and strengthening standardization dialogue between the BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa) countries. In addition to providing economic benefits to Chinese companies whose intellectual property is baked into accepted standards, alignment across regional initiatives could result in Chinese technology becoming the de facto standard in countries undertaking BRI projects. This form of technology lock-in has the potential to enhance support for Chinese-backed proposals within relevant multi-lateral SDOs.

China Standards 2035 also calls for a greater role for Chinese industry in supporting the development of state-led standards. Chinese companies are both coerced and incentivized to support Chinese proposals in industry-led bodies, even when technologically inferior. Anecdotal evidence from standards industry participants and formalized subsidy programs describe financial incentives offered by the Chinese government to companies that propose standards adopted by SDOs and bonuses paid to representatives who secure leadership positions across working groups.

These incentives, coupled with China’s rising technology prowess, have resulted in a significant increase in Chinese participation in standards-setting activities. At home, the Chinese state has issued over 300 national standards

---


related to cybersecurity over the past several years. Abroad, these strategies have resulted in rising Chinese leadership positions across SDOs, including the ITU, where China chaired twice as many standards focus groups as the United States in 2018. A common criticism of China’s engagement in standards bodies is the tendency to circumvent international standards bodies such as the IETF that might challenge technical shortcomings of proposals in favor of UN bodies such as the ITU, where China has more political influence.

China’s New IP

While China has and continues to expend significant resources on shaping global standards in emerging technology spaces such as 5G and AI, it views internet infrastructure standards as a core element of its digital foreign policy. Policymakers are increasingly paying attention to China’s role in standards bodies following efforts by Huawei and other Chinese stakeholders to standardize an alternative internet protocol (IP), known as New IP. Introduced to the ITU in 2019, New IP proposes a fundamental restructuring of the internet. While details on exactly how the IP would work are largely unpublicized, the concept involves replacing the current model of an open internet running the same standards and protocols in every country with a new approach wherein each country creates its own version of the internet subject to state-defined controls. These controls would require individuals to register to use the internet.

The United States and other proponents of the current decentralized internet model have voiced concerns surrounding New IP’s potential to provide

state control and surveillance, enabling shutting off individual access to the internet and degrading privacy and free speech. Chinese and other stakeholders, such as those from Saudi Arabia, Russia, and Iran view the current internet infrastructure as lawless, with regulation controlled by private and largely American companies.\textsuperscript{19} Huawei claims that it is focused on technological requirements for the evolving digital world and maintains that New IP’s top-down reorientation would address speed and quality concerns with the current TCP/IP standard by offering higher data rates and shorter communication delays.\textsuperscript{20}

**How Likely Is a New IP Protocol?**

While discussions of changes to technical infrastructure such as New IP are concerning, such changes are unlikely to materialize in the immediate to near term. A new IP protocol would be prohibitively costly, requiring all existing IP-based infrastructure to be replaced or run in parallel to the new IP. History offers compelling nuance to this discussion. In 1998, there was a push by the IETF to update the existing internet protocol—known as Internet Protocol Version 4 (IPv4)—to handle the growth of the internet and to meet security needs. The resulting Internet Protocol Version 6 (IPv6) was the output of technical engineers collaborating to improve the existing TCP/IP infrastructure. Despite carrier networks and ISPs beginning to deploy IPv6 on their networks, the transition to IPv6 is only approximately halfway complete after more than twenty years. This example serves as a reminder that changes at the infrastructure level, even when layered on top of existing and well-developed capabilities, are slow.


While the United States, United Kingdom, and European Union have advocated for greater regulatory authority in the technology sector, New IP represents a radical overhaul of existing underlying architecture.\textsuperscript{22, 23} It would be exceptionally difficult to change the underlying protocols of the internet. With billions of devices running on the current IP, it would not be likely that all or even most markets currently undergirded by TCP/IP—essentially every market that touches any internet-enabled infrastructure—would adopt a new protocol. The change would require users to implement a new infrastructure that is both incompatible with current technologies, making communications more expensive and more restrictive. Because standards depend on adoption and implementation, it is unlikely that mandates, even by some governments, would be universally accepted.

The fact that infrastructure-level digital standards are unlikely to change in the immediate to short-term does not mean that standards bodies are obsolete. The policymaking community can and should pay greater attention to iterative changes at the infrastructure level that push the
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\caption{Adoption of IPv6 Protocol by Comcast, the Largest ISP in the United States (2015–2022)}
\end{figure}

architecture of the internet toward state control while recognizing that a complete overhaul of TCP/IP is unlikely. If China strategically advances its own standards for critical infrastructure in package deals as part of the Belt and Road Initiative, countries will have to contend with dependency on China as the result of technological lock-in. There are also legitimate questions at the infrastructure level surrounding network neutrality, the idea that ISPs should treat all internet communications equally and not discriminate based on user content or location.

To What Should Policymakers Pay Attention When Shaping Recommendations Policy?

Digital standards are a global public good. The U.S. should not seek to supplant the private sector’s leadership in standards-setting for emerging technologies nor exclude proposals from China de facto; rather, the U.S. should consider the following recommendations toward a nuanced and technically informed strategy for maintaining digital standards in line with democratic values.

Preserve Multi-Stakeholder Oversight of Infrastructure-Level Standardization

To productively engage across all SDOs, U.S. government leaders should be mindful of concerns raised by private sector stakeholders about which standards venues are appropriate for which activities. Policymakers should distinguish and prioritize standards across infrastructure, protocol, and application layers, each requiring a unique governance approach. For example, numerous civil society groups have warned against
mission creep in the ITU’s standardization activities.\(^{24,25}\) While the United States should maintain a seat at the ITU table, it should seek to preserve multi-stakeholder oversight of infrastructure level standards through bodies such as the IETF.

Most debates around the impact of standards on global security, commercial and human rights interests occur at the application level. They are ultimately normative policy questions rather than technical standards questions. A long-term vision should focus on technology areas of strategic interest to the U.S. at the application layer through targeted regulations that maintain a free, open, and democratic internet while maintaining a clear and technically informed understanding of what is likely to change (and what is not) at the infrastructure level.

Governing application-level standards could occur in several ways, such as through regulations that curb authoritarian tendencies in digital governance regimes. Congress could grant the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) rulemaking authority to regulate the information social media companies acquire about their users and how that information is used, including what kind of algorithms can be developed using aggregated user data. Another method would be implementing a variation of the Fairness Doctrine introduced by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in 1949, which mandated holders of broadcast licenses to give equal time to opposing viewpoints.\(^{26}\) Policymakers could decide to pass a law that requires a similar balance of perspectives within social media content. However, these decisions should be considered and implemented at a policy level, instead of through standards bodies.


Increase Equitable Public and Private Sector Participation in Standards Bodies

Any U.S. Government approach to digital standards should recognize that China’s role as a leader and challenger in some areas of technology is unlikely to change. The Chinese Communist Party and other authoritarian governments have long favored engagement in standards-setting through multilateral international institutions such as the ITU over multi-stakeholder bodies, whose industry and civil society representation dilute tendencies toward state-controlled governance structures. Standards development is and will continue to be based on consensus, a process with significant public visibility. Therefore, it is important that the U.S. increases its participation in multi-stakeholder standards bodies and organizations. The U.S. should encourage and support industry-led processes in developing standards fit for market adoption.

Training and enabling the best technical talent should be a cornerstone of any U.S. standards approach. The federal government could support this effort by increasing funding for training new engineers and providing stipends for participation in volunteer organizations like the IETF, many of which have pricey membership fees and associated travel costs. Section 2520 of the bipartisan U.S. Innovation and Competition Act of 2021, which authorizes the Department of Commerce to issue grants to private sector organizations to participate in standards bodies, is a welcome step in this direction.

American leaders should also work toward addressing the real and perceived inequities in the United States’ multi-stakeholder approach to digital standards development by facilitating joint research opportunities for students from historically underrepresented countries at standards organizations. Concurrently, the U.S. could lead an effort to lobby international


companies receiving royalties for intellectual property embedded in digital standards to accept reduced payments from developing nations. 29

**Fill Data Gaps**

Much of the current interest in standards in the United States at the policy level is based on the observation that China has markedly increased its participation in standards bodies over the past decade. This is unsurprising given China’s role as a serious player in the development of emerging technologies and its sizable market power. Indeed the number of contributions proposed by Chinese representatives has increased steadily since 2000, while the share of U.S. authors has decreased. 30

One criticism often raised in SDOs is that China submits a large number of proposals, often of low quality diverting “time and resources away from the consideration of serious proposals.” 31 Instead of looking at the quantity of standards proposed, a more insightful metric would be to consider which standards are implemented worldwide and for what technologies. **No single country or party can determine a standard unilaterally—technical standards are not effective if they do not support commercial interests and will not be adopted by the market.** In partnership with SDOs, industry, and other governments, the U.S. could spearhead an effort to build a live database including information on which standards are proposed, passed, adopted, and implemented across strategic technology areas. Filling this data gap would help policymakers understand what technical standards proposed by China pose a legitimate risk to U.S. interests through their proliferation in global markets and allow for more nuance in corresponding national strategies.

---


Conclusion

Standards are omnipresent and shape our daily lives in ways seen—like the ability to access a website regardless of the device one uses—and unseen—such as the internet protocol that routes traffic across a network to that website. To effectively compete in an era of renewed strategic competition that is increasingly playing out in digital spheres, U.S. policymakers must separate hype from reality through a realistic appraisal of the impacts that technical, web, and mobile standards are likely to have across global security, commercial, and human rights interests. The current laissez-faire approach to standards emerged from a period of uncontested U.S. dominance in technology development and adoption is no longer sufficient. U.S. policymakers should take a proactive role in supporting the proliferation of quality digital standards through a multi-stakeholder model while remaining clear-eyed about the prospects of what changes are likely to materialize and on what timescale.

A long-term strategy should focus on guiding the development of strategic technologies at the application layer through regulatory policy frameworks. At the infrastructure level, U.S. policymakers can empower participation in multi-stakeholder SDOs that advance a free, open, and democratic internet by lowering barriers to entry for civil society and smaller private companies. The costs of not adapting our approach to meet the demands of today’s digital environment are too great. We risk an alternative where individual SDOs operate in silos that are at best not mutually reinforcing and at worst counteracting.